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1:1 Phase transmissions for precise rotary
positioning and speed trimming control.

Low backlash and transmission error provides
superior positional accuracy in a compact design.

Reduces costly downtime associated with trial
and error machine start-ups and changeovers.



TYPICAL
[

Register printing, perting
and die cutting cylinders with

open or closed loop HDD systems.

PRINCIPLE
The Candy HDD phase shifting
differential incorporates two
Harmonic Drive pancake gearsets,
integrated in a
back-to-back
arrangement to
offset each
other's internal
ratio. Each
gearset is
comprised of
three major elements: a circular
spline, a flexspline and a wave
generator. One gearset is attached to
the hollow inner shaft, while the
second is connected to the outer
housing of the HDD.
Figure 1 represents a simplified
view of the torque path through
the first of the two pancake gearsets.
Assume that the circular spline is
the input and the wave generator
is stationary. As the circular spline
rotates, the flexspline will be
carried along with it, but because
the flexspline has two less teeth
than the circular spline, the
flexspline will advance the two
tooth difference with each rotation
of the circular spline. The gearset,
in this arrangement, acts as a slight
speed increaser with the flexspline
as its output.
Next, take an identical pancake
gearset and place it in a back-to-back
arrangement at the output of the
first gearset. The input of the second
gearset is its flexspline which is
connected to the flexspline output
of the first gearset. The output of
the second gearset is then the
circular spline. Its wave generator is
also stationary. The purpose of the
second Harmonic Drive gearset is to
act as a slight speed decreaser

Maintain precise tension, draw
and feed control with this

unique shaft-mounted module.

Adjust lug or flight
positions for various folding
and cartoning applications.

Position food, beverage and
pharmaceutical containers for forming,

filling and sealing applications.

OF OPERATION
which will cancel the effects
of the first gearset, providing
a 1:1 transmission.
The control shaft is attached to
the bore of one wave generator,
but because the HDD has two
wave generators, the module has
the ability to correct for two
independent variables at the same
time. Most applications, however,
require only one correction input.
To visualize the effect of rotating
one control shaft, refer to Figure 2.
Assume that the flexspline is
stationary. With each rotation of the
wave generator, the circular spline
will advance two teeth in the same
direction as the wave generator
because the circular spline has two
more teeth than the flexspline. In
this mode, the Harmonic Drive is
functioning as a high ratio reducer.
When the concept of Figure 2 is
combined with that of Figure 1,
the result is a dynamic phase
shifting differential with precise
position control characteristics.

Figure 1 Figure 2



TECHNICAL
CONSTRUCTION:

The HDD differential is designed
around reliable Harmonic Drive
gear components. The outer
housing is anodized aluminum
for superior heat dissipation and
corrosion resistance. The hollow
inner shaft, grounding plate
and control shaft are fabricated
from stainless steel making
the HDD suitable for the harsh
environments commonly found
in the packaging, printing
and converting industries.

VERSATILE INPUT
CONFIGURATION:

The HDD has two possible inputs,
the hollow inner shaft or the
outer housing (which also serves
as the gear or pulley pilot). This
makes the HDD more versatile than
traditional line shaft differentials.

OR

Two CONTROL
SHAFTS OPTION:

As a result of the back-to-back
internal gear design, the HDD
has two possible control shafts.
The second control shaft, referred
to as the "grounding plate", is
concentric with the normally used
control shaft. One control shaft may
be driven at a constant rate for
speed trimming (i.e. changing a
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without using
, , change gears)

. , while the other
';1. f control shaft.

may be used for

9<oundln9 plate precise position
adjustment.

Although the HDD is designed for
dual control shaft operation, such
applications are rarely encountered
in the field. For the majority of
applications where only one control
shaft is used, it is necessary to
ground or secure the second
control shaft. See illustrations.

DATA
CONTROL SHAFT
RATIO:

The differential action or speed
trimming is achieved by rotating
the control shaft(s). It is important
to note that there are four control
shaft ratios to choose from for
each HDD size; 81:1,101:1,121:1
and 161:1. These ratios define the
relationship between the control
shaft and the output. For instance,
with an 81:1 ratio, an operator
would have to rotate the control
shaft 81 times to turn the output
one full revolution ahead of, or
behind, the primary input.

CONTROL SHAFT
DIRECTION OF
ROTATION:

Rotating the control shaft in the
same direction as the input will
cause the output to advance or
move ahead of the input. Rotating
the control shaft in the opposite
direction as the input will cause
the output to retard.

CONTROL SHAFT
RUNNING/HOLDING
TORQUE:
Because of the inherent high
efficiency of the Harmonic Drive
gear components, the HDDcontrol
shaft may backdrive. Therefore, it
is necessary to apply a holding
torque to the control shaft to
maintain a 1:1 transmission ratio.
Control shaft holding/running
torques may be calculated using
the following formula:

Tcm = T... (Cr x 0.5)
Control Motor Torque= Tcm
System Torque= T
Control Shaft Ratio=Cr
The "E" Stop or maximum torque
condition must be considered
when sizing a control motor or
locking knob to avoid backdriving
of the control shaft during high
torque operation.

Typical Manual Control Shaft Handwheel

SPEED
TRIMMING/TENSIONING:
Because it is a 1:1 differential, the
HDD is most commonly used in
positioning applications such as
print-to-print or print-to-cut
registration control. It is possible
to use the HDD as a speed trimming
or tensioning device by applying
a constant rotation to the
control shaft.
Example: Assume that an HDD has
an input/output speed of 500 RPM
with the control shaft stationary.
An operator now finds that the
application requires a 1% draw at
the output or an additional 5 RPM.
For a control shaft ratio of 161:1,
the control shaft motor will have \\
to turn 805 RPM. ~5X 161 =805 RPM
If the control shaft is rotated at 805
RPM in the same direction as the
input, the output will then rotate 5
RPM faster than the input or 505
RPM. Likewise, if the same 805 RPM
rotation is applied to the control
shaft in a direction opposite to the
input. the output will rotate 5 RPM
slower than the input or 495 RPM.

LUBRICATION:
The Candy HDD is filled and
shipped from the factory with
the recommended lubrication,
Lubriplate SPO-277 gear oil.
All units are shipped with a plug
at the end of the control shaft
to prevent leakage during
transportation. Before installing
the HDD, it is necessary to
remove the plug and install
the provided vent at the end
of the control shaft. Operating
temperature of the oil should
not exceed 200' F. For harsh
environments, or severe
applications, please consult
the factory for more information.

DYNAMIC BALANCING:
HDDapplications that require
housing speeds in excess of
2,800 RPM may require dynamic
balancing. Please consult the
factory for more information.
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M 0 U NT I N G/ INS TAL LA T ION

MOUNTING:

The HDD has a hollow inner shaft
which is machined specifically for
each application in order to mount
over the end of the machine shaft.
To maintain concentricity and for
superior axial retention, Candy
recommends one of two
mounting methods.

A. External shrink-disk bushing.
For this configuration, Candy
must extend the length of the
hollow inner

~shaft to - <C&, .
accommodate

ill ~the bushing. ~
The shrink-disk
bushing is placed over the outer
diameter of the hollow shaft
and the HDD is then placed
over the end of the machine
shaft. By tightening the locking
screws, the bushing clamps
down on the hollow shaft and
the machine shaft, thus securing
the connection.

B. Internal compression type
bushing. The bushing is inserted

INSTALLATION:
The Candy HDD is simple to
install making this series ideal
for machine retrofits as well
as new machine designs. The
following illustrations may serve
as a guide for designing phase or
speed control into your machine.

1. Remove the existing gear or
pulley from the machine shaft
journal or for a new design,
purchase the appropriate gear
or pulley.

2. Open the bore of the gear or
pulley to fit over the pilot
diameter (dimension D) on
the outer housing of the HDD.
After the bore is opened, add
mounting holes to the gear or
pulley in order to secure it to
the HDD's outer housing.

3. Mount the remachined gear or
pulley to HDD's outer housing
using the tapped holes that
are provided on each HDD
unit (dimension W-BCD).

4. The differential and gear are
now ready to be mounted on
the end of the machine shaft.
Please refer to the previous
section for preferred
mounting methods.

into the bore of the hollow inner
shaft and then the HDD and
bushing are

gojplacedoverthe

~,'
...,; 0""-, '"

end of the ,

machine shaft. ..."

By tightening
the locking screws, the bushing
expands into the hollow shaft
while at the same time clamps
down on the machine shaft.

Candy also recommends the
use of a suitable support bracket
secured to the machine frame.
This bracket serves several
purposes, the most important
of which is to secure the HDD
axially to the machine. The
bracket may also be used to
secure the grounding plate
and a control motor or
locking knob assembly.

When installing the support
bracket it is imperative that
the HDD assembly is aligned
correctly. Misalignment caused
by improper installation may
damage the differential.

After the HDD is mounted
on the machine shaft, it is .

important to secure the unit
axially with a support bracket.
Most brackets are simple "L"
type arms which may be
anchored to the machine
side frame. The grounding
plate of the HDD has six holes
(dimension V-BCD), three of
which are tapped making
them a suitable attachment
for the support bracket.

There is also a machined
surface around the grounding
plate that may be used for a
bearing support assembly. If
the bracket is secured to the
bearing assembly, it is still
necessary to lock down the
grounding plate if the second
control shaft is not required.

The support bracket also serves
as a mounting device for a
control motor or locking knob
assembly. A control motor may
be coupled directly to the HDD
control shaft or it may be
mounted to the bracket above
or below the differential with a
timing belt stepping across
to the control shaft.



Torque Torque
.

f8rqti\r 'Maximum Maximum WeightSize &
' Ratio 500 1750 3500 Oi\'tput aelative Ibs.

RPM RPM RPM Thmue* I:IPM** (.onn,n.,)

HDD_20
81:1 250 246 195 250 6000 7

'101:'1', 'jOO,

121:1 350 246 195 350 6000 7

"lb'l: 'j/,b'

HDD 25 -
81:1 425 406 320 425 5000 14

_10'1:
121:1 615 406 320 700 5000 14
.1b.1: IA"

HDD 32_-
--- --

81:1 950 810 640 950 4500 25
: ["00' H10' b40 ""5"

121:1 1230 810 640 1400 4500 25
: ~jO- -HlU' b40

HDD 40
---- ----------- -----

81:1 1700 1700 1350 1700 4000 32
.10.1:

.
UOO 1700 "4000"

121:1 2580 1700 1350 2700 4000 32

-'01: 009-
,

HDD_50_-
81:1 3100 3180 2525 3100 3500 65

-101: -4700" "~~OO" -fW

121:1 4825 3180 2525 5200 3500 65
-101: ~HOO- .~~oo fW

HDDX 50 - -------- - --

81:1 5110 3890 3085 5110 3500 70
R~OO~ ~~OO "70

121:1 7380 4860 3855 9500 3500 70

~R~'" ~~00 "70

HDDX_65 --------
81:1 10200 7885 N/A 10200 3000 85

_N/A- ,1h~00-

121:1 13680 9010 N/A 19300 3000 85
101:1: -"[;jb~O- "~'v:JU.". "l~/£\. 2

HDD & HDDX
PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

All tmque eating' oce In Inch pound,-
To,que I, "ted at "ated RPM of hou,lng with Conteo' Sh,ft "'tlone"l.
Fm hou,lng ,peed, ,bove 2,800 RPM the HOD m,y cequlee dynemlc belendng,
If youe epplicetlon Involvoo 'peed, ebove 2,800 RPM, p"'"

con,ull the f'o1oey when oedeclng,
,

Repetitive momentocy m contlnuou, cunning loed I, not to exceed Moxlmum Outp", Toeque Retlng,

"
Moxlmum ee"tlve RPM I, 'peed of Conteo' Sheft eel,tlve to Hou,lng ,peed. Subt"o1 the ,peed, If the Inputs oce In the
"me dleeo1lon end ,um the 'peed, If In the oppo,lte dl",tlon.

The Candy Harmonic Differential, HOD series is
available on various design formats, Call Candy
today to receive your FREE copy of Auto CAD, DXF
or Personal Designer files,
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SIZE A* B* C D E F* G H J K L M N P*

ADD 20 '7,06 1,417 4.00 2.875. T875 1.10 1.00 3.24 .38 0.12 .60 2.16 0.931 :ttb'

HDD 2S 8. 11 1.890 4.50 3.313 2.250 1.30 1.50 3.37 .50 0.12 .69 2.76 1.375 2,40

1B75~HDD32 8.77 2.362 5.63 3.875' 2.750 1.30 1.63 3.83 .50 0.13 .63 3.74 2.80

HDD 40 10.58 '2:756 6.88 4.750 3.500 1.38 2.00 5.19 .50 0.13 .63 3.74 1.875 3.30

HDD sp 12.58 3.150' .8.00 6.000 4:250 1.83 2.31' 6.09 .50 0.13 .44 4.50 2-:500' '4](j'

HDDX so 13.17 2.756 8.00 5.250 3.500 1.38 2.25 7.44 .50 0.22 .38 4.50 2.500 3.80

!i:lD9X 65 W'V" ~. ~V IV.VV ":PO4, 'b:YUO 2:2T 3.00' 10:06 :75 0.13' .63 6:25 ~.uuu b."O

aDD 20 1.00 .375 0:094 x .50Lg. (6) 1/4--20 on 3.438 BCD (3) 6--32 on 0:750 BCD 640 Ibs.

HDD 25 1.13 .437 0.094 X .53Lg. (6) 1/4-20 on 3.905 BCD (3) 8-32 on 1.125 BCD 970 Ibs.

HDD32 1.25 .500 0.125 X .88~g. (6) 5/16-18 on 4.7501!!!CD (3) 1/4--20 on 1.500 BCD 1330 Ibs.

HDD 40 1.25 .500 0.125 X .88Lg. (5) 3/8-16 on 5.813 BCD (3) 1/4--20 on 1.500 BCD 2450 Ibs.

HDD 50 1.75: .750 0.188 X 1.13Lg. (6) 3/6-16 on 7.000 BCD (3) 5/16-18 on 1.875 BCD 3710 Ibs.

HDDX 50 1.50 .750 0.188 X 1.13Lg. (6) 3/8-16 on 6.750 BCD (3) 5/16-18 on 1.875 BCD 3710 Ibs.

HDDX 65 2.00 1.000 ~:250X 1.50Lg. (6) 5/8-1 1 on 8.750B-cp- 1313/~16 on 2.250BCD 6200 Ibs.

ORDERING
Radial Load
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When ordering an HDD, it is
important to:

1. Properly size the HDD unit
based on required torque
and operating speeds. The
"E" Stop or maximum torque
condition must be considered
when sizing the unit.

2. Choose the appropriate control
C

shaft ratio for the application.

3. Select the mounting method
that best suits the application.
Decision must include machine
shaft diameter and desired
bushing style.

"I C:
-,

I
M

I
I

-.1

*Dimensions A, S, F, and P refer to the largest possible bore and shrink-disc bushing available for
each HDD size. Please consult the factory for alternative bore sizes and mounting configurations.

SIZE R 5 T (SQUARE) W-BCD V-BCD MAX RADIAL LOAD

Not" All dlmen,lon, oce In lceh" and may change depending on the ,,'eeted mo"ntlng conflg"atlon,.

All d'men,'on' and ,peelflcatlon, ace "b(ect to change wltho"t notice.

Plea" con"" the facto"! foe layo"t "tawing' 'peclflc to YO"t application.

Caution. Rotating equipment mu" be gua,ded p", OSHA specifications and ,"commendations.

aCANDY.. CONTROLS

Candy Mfg. Co., Inc.
5633 W. Howard St., Niles, IL 60714
Phone: (847) 588-2639
Fax: (847) 588-0055
email: Candymfgco@aol.com
www.candycontrols.com

@1998 Candy Contml,. Ptlnted In USA.
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